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15.2: Specular and Diffuse Reflection Measurements of Electronic Displays
G. R. Jones, E. F. Kelley, T.A. Germer

NIST,Gaithersburg, MD

Abstract

Display standards describe measurements of the diffuse
and specular reflection coefficients. The adequacy of
such procedures is compared with the bidirectional re-
flection distribution function (BRDF) measurements.
Alternative methods are examined and their estimates
of the specular and diffuse reflection coefficients are
compared to the results of the BRDF measurement.

Introduction

Many display measurement standards seem to implic-
itly assume that the reflection from the display surface
is a linear combination of specular and diffuse reflec-
tions. However, some surface treatments deliberately
"smear" the specular reflections so as to make them less
objectionable to the user. In this case, the total reflec-
tion from a display is no longer a simple combination
of specular and diffuse reflection. Figure 1 shows the
reflection from a flat panel display (FPD) on a portable
computer (b) compared with the reflection from a strip
of flat-black plastic (a) and a strip of gloss-black plastic
(c) placed over the display. An integrating sphere with
a 50 mm exit port is used to illuminate an area that in-
cluded all three surfaces.

Using a photopic CCD (charge-coupled device) imag-
ing system the luminance data from the three surfaces
are shown in Fig. 2. The gloss-black plastic exhibits a
sharp peak at the specular angle as expected. The flat
black plastic exhibits the relatively unifonn reflection
characteristic of a diffuse surface. The reflection from

the screen can be seen to not be described as a simple
linear combination of diffuse and specular reflections.

The ultimate goal of this work is to be able to calculate
the degradation of display perfonnance (such as con-
trast metric) when the display is used in any ambient
light arrangement based on simple reflection measure-
ments made in a dark room. This work assumes that the
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Fig. 1. Surface ofFPD withjlat black and gloss black
samples. The white box is the area sampled, and the
arrows locate lines of measured luminance.
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Fig. 2. Luminance profiles in Fig. 1.

reflection properties of the screen are the same regard-
less of whether the underlying pixel is on or off.

Test of Proposed Reflectance Measurements

A standard under development [1] illuminates the sur-
face of a display with two extended light sources with
150mm apertures placed 500 mm from the display
center at :J:30°on either side of the surface nonnal (see
Fig. 3). The display center, with or without a white dif-
fuse reflectance standard in place, is measured from the
nonnal. The diffuse reflectance coefficient q is defmed
as the ratio of the luminance to the illuminance:
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q=L/E [sr-I], (1)

and is related to the diffuse reflectance Pd~ 1by
q = pin. When comparing against a known diffuse
standard, the diffuse reflection coefficient is given by

q = qw LILw [sr -I], (2)

where qw is the diffuse white reflectance coefficient of
the standard, L is the diffusely reflected luminance of
the display, and Lw is the diffusely reflected luminance
from the standard. For a white standard with diffuse
reflectance of Pd = 0.98, qw = 0.31 sr -I.

Display

To Photometer

Extended Diffuse
Light Source

Fig. 3. A diffuse reflection measurement.

The diffuse reflection coefficient as dermed is found to
be a sensitive function of e as shown in Fig. 4. If the
surface of the display were a perfect Lambertian
(diffuse) reflector, then we would expect a constant
value for q as depicted by the dashed line in Fig. 4. (All
luminancedata in this paperare uncertainto :!:10%with
a coverage factor of k = 2. All angles are similarly un-
certain to :!:10unless specified otherwise.)
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Fig. 4. Diffuse reflection coefficient q versus angle of
light sources e.

Another problem arises with the way some standards
propose to measure and calculate the specular reflection
coefficient. The specular reflection coefficient Ps
is dermed as

Ps = LsILA'
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where LAis the luminance of the source, and Ls is the
specularly reflected luminance obtained by subtracting
a diffusely reflected luminance LD from the measured
luminance LM:

Ps = (LM- LD)ILA. (4)

Here, LD is calculated by multiplying the diffusely re-
flected luminance at 00 from the display by the ratio of
the diffusely reflected luminance of the standard taken
at 15°and 0°:

LD= LD-00(Lw_rsoILw-oo). (5)

This model is correct only if the display exhibits a
Lambertian diffuse reflectance, an assumption that this
paper shows to be generally not true.

Another proposed method to characterize specular re-
flection is to use a small source of light. A light source
with a 9 mm aperture is placed 500 mm from the dis-
play providing a 1° light aperture as viewed from the
screen. A spot photometer with an aperture ::;;0.3°is
used to measure the peak. The peak of the reflection is
shown in Fig. 5 for a region approximately :!:0.3°about
the peak. Within that narrow region the peak value can
change nom 30% to 40% making such spot measure-
ments uncertain at best.
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33 Fig. 5. 3D-plot of the reflection of the point light
sourcefrom aflat panel display.

(3)

The intermediate specular-diffuse nature of display
reflection can even influence specular measurements
nom broad sources. An extended diffuse light source is
placed 500 mm from the surface of a LCD flat panel
display and at an angle of 15°. The measuring device is
at the specular reflection angle of -15°. A series of aper-
tures ranging nom 150 nun to 50 nun in diameter in
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steps of 20 mm are placed in turn in front of the light
source. Figure 6 shows the series of curves obtained
from the spatial cross-section of the CCD images. As
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Fig. 6. Reflected luminancefrom a FPD using a dif-
fuse light source with a variable aperture.

can be seen from these data, even at an aperture of
150 mm the reflected luminance from the display is not
unifonn (Le., flat) in the center region and could there-
fore introduce errors in measurements of specular re-
flection. The area of quasi-unifonn reflected luminance
diminishes as the aperture of the light source is re-
duced. Therefore, the readings from any measuring
device may depend on how accurately the device is
aimed at the peak luminance and how much area is
measured at the peak.

Another measurement standard [1] places the display in
an integrating sphere with a photometer viewing the
surface through a tubular light trap blackened on the
inside. The tube reduces stray light from entering the

2 m Integrating Sphere

Tube Photometer

cD

Fig. 7. Tubular apparatus for measuring reflectance
from the interior of an integrating sphere.

photometer. A view of the test setup is given in Fig. 7.
The maximum length of the tube is 1.25m and the di-
ameter is approximately 90 mm giving a minimum ap-
erture of approximately 40. The ratio of the luminance
value of a LCD display L to that of the diffuse reflec-
tance standard LD is plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of
tube distance from the screen. This ratio is presumed to
be proportional to the diffuse reflectance coefficient of
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Fig. 8. Ratio of the reflected luminance from a FPD
to the reflected luminancefrom a white standard ver-
sus distance of tubefrom surfaces.

00

the display. If the display had a perfectly diffuse reflec-
tion component this ratio should have been a horizontal
straight line. The daShed line is the luminance from the
white standard which remains fairly unifonn until the
end of the tube is close to the display.

BRDF Method

As is evident in the above discussion, reflection meas-
urements of a display are complicated due to the fact
that the reflectance properties of the surface of a dis-
play cannot be modeled by a simple combination of
specular and diffuse reflection. There are a number of
standard test methods for the measurement of gloss
using goniophotometry. [2] However, a means to fully
characterize the reflections from a surface is pro:vided
by the bidirectional reflection distribution function
(BRDF). [3] Simply stated, an element of incident il-
luminance dEi (corresponding to an element of solid
angle dOOi)is related to an element of reflected lumi-
nance dLr (correspondig to an element of solid angle
door) by the BRDF fr<9bcl>h9r,cI>r):[4]

dLr= fr(9hcl>h9ocl>r)dEi , (6)

where 9 is the inclination angle from the nonnal, cI>is
the rotation about the nonnal, and the subscripts denote
incident and reflected directions.

In practice, the BRDF is obtained for a sufficient num-
ber of incident and reflectance angles so that it can be
adequately interpolated. The luminance can then be
calculated for the illuminance distribution of the envi-
ronment by integrating Eq. (6).

An example of two cross-sections of a BRDF is shown
in Fig. 9 where a display surface is simulated by an
anti-reflecting glass diffuser placed over gloss-black
plastic. The peaked nature of the BRDF is what makes
the surface suitable for display use. If the BRDF were
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Fig. 9. BRDFfor test sample with light source incident
at 6° (thick line) and 15° (thin line) and the detector
rotated Both linear and logarithmic scales are pro-
videdfor the same data. Incident and reflected axial
angles are zero (CPi= CPr = 0) Gaps occur at aperture-
detector conjunctions. Similar curves will be obtained
with the detector and source interchanged Instrumen-
tation resolution is 0.6°for these data.

broad, the information displayed would be smeared or
its contrast reduced remarkably since the plane of the
display surface is often displaced slightly nom the
plane of the pixel surface. It is the continuous decrease
in luminance with angle that makes reflection meas-
urements difficult to simply characterize. If the BRDF
does not level off and become flat for a range of angles,
then a diffuse reflection measurement is not possible
since the ratio of luminance to illuminance is never
constant.

Attempts have been made to simply quantify the re-
flection properties intermediate between specular and
diffuse. The CIE, Commission Internationale de L'e-
clarirage (International Commission on Illumination),
has identified a metric which can indicate the sharpness
of the BRDF. [5] The diffusion factor CJis defmed to be
the ratio of the mean of the luminance measured at 20°
and 70° to the luminance measured at 5° nom the nor-
mal using normally directed illumination:

CJ= [L(200) + L(700)]/[2L(5°)].

For a perfect diffuse or Lambertian surface CJ= 1. For
the surface used for the BRDF in Fig. 9, CJ= 0.004. For
simple apparatus and the materials used for display
surfaces, the reflected luminance at 70° can be small
and difficult to measure (see Fig. 9). Further, metrics
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- such as this only offer a characterization of the surface
and do not permit a calculation of the display in all
ambient environments.

Conclusion

Simple reflection meaurements appear unable to satisfy
the requirement that we provide a reflection measure-
ment which will enable the calculation of the display's
performance in any ambient lighting condition. Al-
though the use of the BRDF is adequate for such a cal-
culation, obtaining the BRDF is not a simple exercise.
Our initial hope to obtain a simple measurement of a
display's reflection characteristics has not been realized
because of the complicated structure of the reflectance
of the display surface. Any methods which purport to
measure the specular and diffuse reflection coefficients
must be scrutinized to see if they properly account for
the difficulties arising nom reflections which fall in the
intermediate regime between specular and diffuse.
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